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SAFETYPLUS PROCEDURE
MASK
TIDI PRODUCTS

SafetyPlus Procedure masks
are a low barrier mask with
an earloop design. The
masks are made from a
lightweight and breathable
material with downward
folding pleats. 

50/Box
9529363   Yellow [9040] 

SO SOFT PROCEDURE
MASKS
KIMBERLY-CLARK 

Soft BiCoSoft material feels silky
smooth against the wearer''s face
and causes no facial irritation or
breakouts. The masks are made
of soft woven earloops and
lightweight materials. High
filtration of 1 micron particles at
98% efficiency. The masks are
designed for those with sensitive skin, featuring a
unique innerfacing with a smooth silk-like finish.
While wearing eyewear along with the mask,
fogging will not be an issue thanks to Kimberly
Clark's patented fog-filter. These pleat-style masks
are latex-free. They use earloops for a secure,
reliable fit. 

50/Box
9900202 White [62363]

SECUREFIT PROCEDURAL
MASK
CROSSTEX

SecureFit Earloop masks
have a patent pending
design that creates a tight,
custom fit for enhanced facial protection. The
patent pending design creates a tight, custom fit
for enhanced facial protection. There is a fluid
resistant outer layer with a white fluid resistant
inner layer.

50/Box
3413167    Lavender [GCPLVSF]
3413168   Blue [GCPBLSF] 
3413169   Pink [GCPPKSF]

SECUREFIT ULTRA EARLOOP
MASK
CROSSTEX

The SecureFit Ultra Earloop
masks conform to any size
or shape face. It contains an
enclosed aluminum strip
under the chin which allows
the wearer to pinch the
aluminum strip to create a custom fit with a tight
seal at the bottom and sides of the mask. 

50/Box
3413166    Blue [GCFCXUSF]

SOF-LOOP FACE MASKS
MOLNLYCKE

Sof-loop Face Masks have a
patented unique design. The
convenient earloop design
prevents eyewear from
fogging. These masks have a
bacterial filtration efficiency. 

Anti-Fog, 50/Box
8521500  Blue [42291-01]

50/Box
0063273  Lavender [4225-01]
0063272  Blue [42281-01]

Extra Protection, 50/Box
8521506   Blue [42241-01]

Extra Protection with Visor, 50/Box
8521513    Blue [42671-01]SHIELD HIGH-EFFICIENCY

FACE MASK
CERTOL

Shield High-Efficiency Face Mask is a disposable
pleated surgical face mask with a flexible nose
piece and chin piece that enables the mask to

conform to the face creating a positive facial 
lock (PFL). 

50/Box
9534202  [PFL008] 

TEDDY BEAR 
PROCEDURE MASK
KIMBERLY-CLARK 

The Procedure Mask is made of
a natural rubber and is latex
free. It is a general protection
procedure mask that provides
98% filtration a 1 micron. It is
made of a soft, breathable
material.

50/Box
9900204 Teddy Bear [47295]

TIDISHIELD FLUID
RESISTANT PROCEDURE
FACE MASK
TIDI PRODUCTS  

TIDIShield Fluid Resistant
Procedure Face Masks
meet or exceed ASTM
Level 1, 80 mm HG fluid
resistance, 99% BFE, 99% PFE (based on 0.1
micron). These masks are made from soft
breathable SMS material, they contain earloops,
and are odorless, latex-free and fiberglass-free. 

50/Box
9529355   Ocean Blue [9040DB]
9529357   Pink [9040DSA]
9529358   Lavender [9040DL]

ULTRA 3-IN-1 SENSITIVE 
EARLOOP MASK
VALUMAX

The Ultra 3-in-1 Sensitive Earloop
Masks are designed with the
softest ear-loops so there is no
pressure to the ears. They are
ultra-hypoallergenic and
completely chemical free. These masks have an
ultra-high filtration of PFE 99.7% at 0.1 micron

50/Box
9508111     Multi-Color [5630E-PG] 
9508112    Blue [5630E-SB] 
9508113    Pink [5630E-LP] 
9508114    Teal [5630E-TE] 
9508115    Purple [5630E-PP] 
9508106   Peach [5630E-PE] 
9508107   White [5630E-WH] 
9508108   Green [5630E-GR] 
9508109   Yellow [5630E-YE] 

Fog-Free, 50/Box
9508040  Blue [5670E-SB] 
9508042 Multi-Color [5670E-PGO] 
9508044  Peach [5670-PE]  

ULTRA EARLOOP MASK
CROSSTEX

The Ultra Earloop Face Masks are
latex free, ASTM Level 3 masks.
Both the inner and outer layers
are fluid resistant. The masks
contain a full length aluminum
nosepiece and sonically welded
earloops to help reduce skin irritation. 

40/Box
3413156    [GCFCXU]
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